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OBJECT

To obtain information on the mechanism of collapse of hollow
charge liners by performing a metallurgical examination of the
sligs recovered after firing selectively carburized cones for the
MeA1 riflo grenade.

SUMMY
This Arsenal was roquostod by Abrdoon Proving Ground to per-

.orm a moballurgical cmamination of the slugs recovered after
fii" r- solontivoly carburizod cones for the M9Al riflo gronado in
order to obtain infortuation on tho nature of metal flow dur g

deformation of the liners on firing and the tomperatures developed
in tho slugs.

The results of the current investigation woro in substantial
agroomont with Birkhoff's lot Thoery of linor collapse which
postulates that the metallic flow in the liner can be approxi-
mated by assuming that the liner matorialo bohsos like a non-
viscous liquid ,,ndor the high rate of strain imposed by detonation.
This theory had received subst'-itial support from high speed -ft

radiographic studios conducted by Sooly and Clark.

It appears that the flattened apex of the MeAl conical lining
is inverted by the pressure wave. Beginning at the apex, the cone
then progross1-vy cellapsos inward. As the metal mouts along
the axis, thc material near the inner cone surface is apparently
squeezed out along the symmetrical avenues of escapo The forma-
tion of a high speed sldndor jot moving ahead of a relatively low
speed slug Is explained in this ... -

The energy expended in doforminr the liner material induces
hoating of the slig. Microstructural examination indicates that
in the center, whore deformation is very pronounced, the tempera-
ture exceeded this lower critical temperaturo for steel. There
is no ovidonco' of incipient fusion. It is not possible to assign
a prociso value for the maximum temporatur', but it was probably
in the range 14000F to 2400F., The maximum temperature at the :.
surface of the slugb where the metal was deformed to a lessor
degree is boliovod to have been in the neighborhood of 9500F,
to 12000?.

Comparison with observations made in the slug formed from
the hollow charge liner of a 7.2" rocket indicates that the
larger cones collapse in a mannor similar to that of the MeAl
liners,

It is ricomonded that similar ctudios be made on liners
of various dvsign made with different materials.

AMMOREIZ1ATt0OI

1. APG (0) 472/12; MPBA~ 400.112/12812-1
2, Momo for Reco'd and Approval of Zcpondituoo, 26 lay 1944,
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I. 2MMRODUICTION

~Pberdeen Proving Ground has performed and sponsored a
~extensive amount of research work on the mechanism of collapse

of hollow charge liners and oh the perf-rqtion of armor by
lined hollow ,jharges,

Sooly and Clark (1) have sunmarized the earlier information
and th o ri c.s an te funrtioning of hollow charge liners. The
oldest theories of that cavity ffect ignord the collapse o a
linera aottributed the petration of armor to a focusing of
the shock waves by th e axiof the cavity A latoer theory of
Kistiakowslty, MacDougall and Mosarly roeognizod that metal
particles are the agents causing penetration. This theory pos-

tulated that Jots of gas broak through th metallc linr carry-
ing fragments produced by rupture and erosion of the linor; an
intoraction of the Jets was aid to cause a stong forward wave
which onpartl y high t a o the metallic particles, Another
theory was that metallic particles are spallod off the inside of
the liner and are focused by collision with each other at high
veloc ity*

Sooele and Clark 1g prepared high speed radiographs showing
various tag r thdy e eqfurmation of hollow charge liners Those
pictures suggested that the conical lining tnllapsos with a normal
velocity of 2500 to 3000 motors par ster and that when the differ-
oat sides collide a the a xis th mtal is forcd out alo6 thesymetrical avonuon of escapes th-,s fvjui 46 A el" jr .4hspeed
jot ahead of a thick rolatiovly low speed jot or "slug"e Thio
was no evidence that a spelling of the Interior accontd for the
formation of he jeot.

Coniurrently with the above radiographic studis, Birkhff(3
formulated a Jot theory or liner collapse based on a mathomatice!

analysis of the doformation In brief, Birkhoff assumed that tho
elastic od plastic resistance of the liner material could be
nlectod under the high rata of strain imposed by detonation and

~that the flow behavior could be approximated through calculations
based on hydrodynamic equations for the flow of nonviseous liquids*
The theory divrges sharply frorr the focussing, spalling and shock

avo theories for hollow charge performance in that it postult-,oA
the formation of a jot of motallic matter by a squeezing of the
core material as the walls collide along the axis*

~Birkhoff's Jot theory correlated wall with the observations
I noted in the high speed radiographic studies* Not only did the

~qalitative description of the formation of the jot and slug fit
- in well wirh the obwevation of S~cly and Clark, but in addition

Birkhoff made calculations of the rolativo masses and volocitiots
of the forward jot and the heavir slug which he believed to be in
rc-sonabl o agroomont with data obtained during the radiographic studioq.

(I) References at end of .. ert1-
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Aberdeen dosirod to obtain further confirmatory informat I, n A

the nature of ,.ietal flow during collapse of the linrs and on tloe
maximum tenperaturo of the slug. This work is inhomogenoounly
distributed; there is an increaso in the amount of deformation in

going from tho surface to the center of the slug. Accordingly, the

center would be expected to roach a relatively high temperature,
possibly above the molting point. The core then would be more
p-atic than the surface layors oI the slug.

Aberdeen ccnsultod Frankford Arsenal on the possibility of
obtaining the desired information by porforming a motallographic

oxsninaticn of the recovered slug.

At a conferonoo of representatives of tho two agencies, the

use of tracer %r-aterials, eithor applied as a coating to tho surface
of the conical liners or :eloctivoly diffCsod into the surface of

the cones, was discussed. It was reported that tbe use of a copper

plating applied to the surface of the cone had not provided any

additional information on the nature of metal flow during firing.

It was agreed that a p:ogram for selective crburization should be

performed. The displacement of the carbon-rich regions as a

result of cone collapse should provide information on metal flow,
.ilo the struztial changes in the stool should provide some

information on the temperatures developed in the slugs.

Some earlier experiments on selective carburization of cones
were not satisfactory because the Oto,-- Pf"- used tc inhibit

f- carburization had failed to perform its intended fu.ctluA aud the

cones had been carburized over the entire sutrfaco.

The present report summarizes .ho procedoro and results of a
solectivo carburizatior program on M9Al linors which has provided
useful information on the mochanism of collapse of charge liners.

Concurrently with the program on M9Al liners, Frankford
Arsonal at the request of the Office, Chief of Ordnance, performed
a metallurgical examination of P, recovered slug which had boon
the liner of a 7 .2" rockot. Since the results of the examination
are p ortinent to the prosont investigation, a copy of a letter

report (4 to the Office, Chief of Ordnanoe, with minor editorial

revision, is attached as Appendix A to this report.

II. HR.OCRIDRE

A. Selective Carburization

Figure 1 shows the dimensions of the cone of the M9Al

rifle grenade and the assembly of the metallic components of the

hoad of the grenade,

CNN-2-
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Aftor dveloyaient of a suitablo erburizing oycol, six
0onoS Wore to be solectively carburized in tho zonos liftod below( ~fl4 shown in Figurp 2s

cone No&

1 -outs ido surface - center third of aono length
2 -inside surfacoe - center third of oono length
3 - outside surface -,roeicn am' Uath,
*- inside surfaco - region noor mouth
5 - outside surface - region intoh *apex of cone
6 - inside surface - region noor alxx of ooflo

Seloctive oarburization. was ofteotsodby usin a coppd'
stop-off to prevant carburization in regicons rmoved from the
solected zones. The following schedule wa wmed ef~rt o -
limitary tosts had in8ioated that the desirod carburiation could
be obtoinod in this amanrs

110 Tho O0-0408 oo *loped, of e atl'JSat cut P40406
2., A pamaff in ocatlag ns apliod to the surfacoi In

thoso regions Which were iltimatoly to be carbuk~zise -
3. A soppor olootroplates approximately 0.@)0150 thick

was applked to the cne; the vw coated isreas rammled Oinplatods
4 The 6odos .wero boA oarkurized at l7000'?'tou 1 1/2 h0*e,

romoved from the bdzo adCooled in stifl ati,

mb showift the staurwc as, ceuird .e a
pi1o saal, aw peftUA in 71We .3. It MW be noted tn

Aftmvr 3a at 1Okthat cuben had 41sfuead fr the M"=ated
suxrae -to approilmtdly ths centor of, 'he mu =athat, the,
coppor electroplate on the opposite surface had complotely In-
hibitod cawr.iations Figure 30. atA0C eQOshw1a~i t"e structure
in tho carb 40isod gone adast totebie. oss4o yp
outectoid fu'rito and poar3ites

,3 ~ ~ HotP Nllow oargas end Recomey of Slgs,

The six islqly coarburlsed. conme eforwded to
ibskeft for firing. The fol:lowing As 4,he, Gaseiptiom of the
firiag of the charges and recovery of the slugs as supplied tVy
Abordeen

'Tb.'eool1*uers, With portious of .tltir surfuec
carIz4, er us~3ed ~sioponmtis of tOMAL. Rine. Gymades.

The mrmades voro fired statically h)) qipnd4 1 v*ol
at a. height -of 30 'inches aboveo tho top of an oil dr~um* The drum ws
filld with water In which mUst maod, a wiro beakot, containing
rock wool. The basket. was abocut1 '3*ihos highi end occupied the
bottom half 6f the Irud. 'The dimmu we ombeded Into the groud,
top level with tho ground surface.

-3-
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"After firing a grenade, the basket was lifted out and the
rock wool was searched until the slug was recovered. The ponotra.,
tion of the slugs into the rock wool was about 5 to 10 inches.
Thus, tho slugs traversed about 30 inches of air space, 18 inches
of wmtor, and 5 to 10 inches of rock wool immersed in water. The
temperature of the recovery moeiun was approximately 80*F,"

IIIo IUNATION OF RECOMM) SLUGS

A% Georal Features

Figure 4 shows the external appearance of the slugs and
fragmants as recovered,

Bo Maorostruoturo

The recovered slugs wore s eo leugitulinally and
deop-etchod with an acidic copper reagent (40 ml. HCI, 30 ml.
H20, 25 ml. C2H5O11, 5 g. CuCl2), Figure 5 shows tho macrostructuro
developed by this etching procedure at approximately two times
natural sizo.

W±rburiza~lon c.ppoars to have been localized to the
desired areas except i' pieces Nos, 1 and 5 whore there wa
ap-arontly some breakdown of the copper shielding coat on the
in iar surface of the cone. The undesirable carburizaio-n can be
distinguished readily frem the zones ol inbunbGona1 ... el:-z.tionx
and can be disregarded in interpretation% The followixg character.
istics of the recovered slugs wer.e noted by macroscopic oxamina-
tion of the recovered pieces%

IK' 1. Ecept for the region noar the apex, carburizod
p zones near the outer surface did not shift longrtudin.lly to any

considerable extent.

2. Carburized regions on the inner surface show evidence
of a shift forward away from the apox of the cone,, There is ovi-
donco that material in the oonter of the slug is displaced consider-
ably from its original position.

3. There was a zone in the center of the slugs which
etched at a different rate than the balance of the slug, Thia is
shown to best advantage in Slugs Nos, 3 end 4 icroscopic oxamn-
ination, to be discussed subsequently, indicated that this zone
haa boon heated to a temperature over the criticUl range,

4. Invariably an inverted V structure was developed
near the apx. This structure was noted in all six cones, but
is shown particularly well in slug No. 4.

.4.
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5. All of the slugs broko at a distance 1/2% to 3/4"
from tho apex and a a distanue approximatoly 2/3 of the longth frnn
tho apex toward tho mouth.

C. X'icrostruturo

In all of tho slugs thoro was a progrossivo change in
steucturo from the contor to tho surface. Where the central aroas
hn boQn oarburizod, tho structure consistod largoly of undjstortoA
po rlio differing from tno original poarlito and apparently formed
qs n rQsult of transformations occurring during firing and rooovery;

this is shown in Figure 6 a. There was no evidence of fusion of
thQ metal. Where the stool had not boon corburizod, the structure
aons' otod of recrystallized forrito with soo poarlite.

Tho roegions near the aurfaco contained distorted poarlito
an4 diqtortod forrite ,iL" somo uvidonco of roorynaallization of
ferrito; the parlito is more "granular" than it was in the un-
fired cone. The saruoturo of a carburizod zone near tho nurfaoe
is shown in Figure 6o, Tho structure of a transition zone between
the center and surface is shown in Figure 6b.

17. DW§O SI0NOF RZULT8

It Is boliwuod that the mochaniam of collapse doscrib'd be-
low and illustrated in Figure 7 is compatiblo with the obsorva-
tiois noted above. The proposed mechanism is not origin.al with
thls author; Ils principal foatures wo augguaxud 1 o -crk
of Birkhoff (3a end Soely and Clark (1,2). A lator section will
Lndicatq some characteristics of cono doeiomation which worne not
roportoq ga'oviouslys It appears that the roundsd apex of the
oong Is first invortod by the pressure wave. Beginning at the
apQX, the cone walls progressively collapse inward. An invortod
V is formed by comprossion of the apex metal. As the outer
dimonsions diminish, ironing or thickening of the wall takes
place. As the metal flows toward the canter and moets, a fur-
ward stream or jot is formed along the symmetrical vaenue of
escape. Although the jots formod during detonation wm not
oxamined, the fact that the jots were formed by a squeezing of
thq material which was originally on the inner surface of the
cone is strongly suggested by the mannr in which the motal in
the central areas was displaced forward away from the apex of
tho cone,

It is possible to account for the fact that all slugs brolto
at a distance approxima.toly two thirds of the length frop the
apex on ho basis that the rim of the cone offrs too much
rosistanco to pormit tho continuation of progressive doformatio ,
and that rupture ocoursx with tho rim being fragmontod and scattqrod4

-5-
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There is no really satisf~actory explanation fbr the fact that~
all conos also broke near tho apox. MAacrograpnic 6-760r'inat ion in-
'licates that thore was no gross chng in the monhani.,,n of doformL.
tier. at this lovel.

The micros tru.ctural changes developed on firing can be atti--
buted to the Mergy expended during the very rapid deformation.
A6 Birkhoff -Jindicated, there isa greater deformation in the
center than at the surfao, and it is to be anticipated that the
center of the slug should be hoated to a higher temperature than
tho surfaco.

It is diffioult to assign a valuo for the maximum tomporatura
of the slug since the peak temperature was maintained for a very
brief period. The rapid expenditure of onnx'gy caused an exceed-
ingly rapid heating'of tho ce* ntral ar ioas, while the hot areas were
probably ooolad immdiately by the surrounding colder metal. Evon
whon a piece of s tool is maintained at an elevatod tomporaturo for
a-considerable period of time and equilibrium is established by
diffusion, it is airricuit to make any precise statement with
respect to the z:-imum temperature. Undor nonequilibrium con4itionst
evaluation of temperature is at best an estimation.

Moidli6graphic examination, Figure 6s indicatos that 'Ino
poarl ito has been fermed, in the centor of the alug'as a ros Iit of
transformations occurring It tho stool, This indi'cates that the
poaritb originally preaeiut, Figure raubl nuvo bedn1 .'±BPOV,o.

frby heating to a temperature in bxoas of the lor, crit ical
(A1 ; '13500? approximately). There is 'no evidenoe of a "burn*~
structure wihich would result from heating above the tevhpratuo
at which ikcipient fusion is noted. 'The peak tompe±'atu're thus'i~
boliovdd to have boon'somewhere in the range 14000? to 24000?,

Fbamination of the structura' Abar the surfao rigiiro 6c,
Indicates that partial reciytallization of the ferrite has
occurred; the carbides In the poarlitic areas have bootl agglom~rir~od
considerably, as compared to the original siructure, but do n6t
appear t6 have boon dissolved. It iWcstimhtod thkt the Makimumt
twozpratizro near the surface vas on the order of 950b?. to lp0r-

in the intormodiA~o zone, Figure 6b, tho ferrite 18 completoly
rocryatallizod while th%) poarlitic areas have been distorteft by
deformzation; the carbidos in the pearlite have lbook alllomoratpd
oonsidobl b~t,'do U'Lt'appear to haie b~ci disdolve0do The tgsporej-
tune In ihis i6gioh apparently did not oxceoo the Icwckr o1itioA3.
tomporatur6 113501?.Y.

a. - -6-
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The prosence of poarlite in tho control zone is somewhat
difficult to oxplain since water quonching during recovery should
be expectod to produce hard martonsito as a product of trans-
formation of austonito formod on hoating over the critical rangoe
Marteneito was actually notod in somo preliminary tests. It
appears that the slugs in the prosont program became buried in
the rock wool at the bottom of the recovery tank; contact with
the rock wool apparently prevented free contact with water and
promoted the devolopment of an insulating steam Jaokot. It thus
appears probable that tho slugs wore cooled rapidly from the peak
temperature to an intermediate temperature from which they cooled
slowly to room tomporature.

V. CORRMEATION WITH HIGH SIPED X-RAY RADIOGAPHIC AI BIRYKOFl'S
3EP THEORY

The results of the maorographic and micrographic studies are
in excellent agreement with the information gained from high speed
x-ray radiographic studios and provides additional confirmation for
Birkhoff(s Sot Theory* Birkhoffvs comments to this affect, made
after reading a latter report outlining the results of the current
investigation, are attached to this roport as Appendix Bo

The inversion of the apex in an early stage of deformation,
which is indioatod by the inverted V structure, had not been noted
previously. Birkhoff stato that it is reasonable to anticipate
such behvior, particularlv in cones rour' A ,+. nJ*I ! +he 9AX
liners used in this investigation wore rounded or flattened at the
apex as showa in Figuro 1.

VI. CORRELATION WITH INFOILATION AVAILABLE ON O1M HOLLOW CHARGE
INERS

Comparison of the results of an aamination of a recovered slug
.ormod from the hollow charge cone of a 7,2" rocket, roportod in
Appendix A, with the 1eAl slugq, indicates many features of sirJlarity.
The mechanism of metal flow appears to have boon similar; differ-
ontial heating due to the energy of deformation is noted in both
instances. Even the cracking of the slug near the apex region of
the cone is similar.

VII CONCLUSIONS

le A metallurgical =amination of the slugs formed by firing
selectively carburizod M9A1 conical hollow charge linors has
provided additional confirmation of Birkhoffts Jot 1hoory of liner
collapse as applied to such conical liners. This theory had already
received substantial support from high speed radiographic studios
conducted by Seely and Clark. It Pnpoars the apex of the cone is
first invortud by thn pressure wave generated by detonation of the

-7-
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powder char~s, Tho cone wall then progressively collapses inward
boginning at tho apex. As the metal flows toward the axis of the
cone and mocts, a forward stream or jot is formed along the sym-
metrical avo-uo of oscapo. A breaking of the slugs at a point
approximately two thirds of the length from the apex of this cone
has been explained on the basis that the rim of the cone offors
too much reststanco to permit continuation of the progrossivo
collapse and rupture of the cone occurs. Another break noted in
all six slugs at a point 1/2" to 3/4" £Crom the apex has not boon
explained.

2. The inversion of the apex mentioned above had not been
noted previously. It has boon indicated, however, that this
inversion can be predicted by mathamatical studios, particularly
in cones like those employed in the M9AI gronade which are flatten-
ed slightly at the apex.

3. The slug upon recovery shows a progressive change in
microstructuro from the contor to the surface duo t,) the fact
that the slug was heated by the energy expended in deforming the
slug. The central zono of the slug in which deformation was the
groatest was heated above the lower critical temperature by the
energy expended duing collapso. It is difficult to assign a
precise value for the maximum temperature because the slug pre-
sumably remained at the mDwimtm temperature only a brief time
during which equilibrium was not attained. Trhoro is no evidence
of incipient fusion, and it is boliovou, aOio1oZ, it the Maxi-
mum totporature of the slug was from 14000F. to 24000 F, The sur -
face of.the slug, where deformation was less pronounced, had
apparently boon heated to a temperature between 950OF. and 12000F.

4, Comparison with an oxemination of a slug formed from the
hollow charge liner from a 7.2" rocket indicates that the larger
cones collapse in a similar manner.

VIIIPCOM MTIONS

It is recommended that ballistic tests on shaped charges with
liners of various designs and materials be supplemented with
metallurgical studies similar 4 those reported heroin as a means

of obtaining additional dotai?, information on the mechanism of
linior deformation.
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photoaogUSphe showing opoaranoo of t000103?Od slugs
and frao~itse Photoigaphed at i5;roduced slightly
in ropoOductiUrk.
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Figure

photomqcrographs showing structure dovoloped on

longititnal sucitioal3 throughi tho roovarod slugs

by doop-atching with an aicid oupriacholorido ro-

agont.' Photographod at 2X; zroduoA slightly inI

roprodtotiofl.
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Figure 6 -Structure observed in carburized areas of recovered slugs.
a - Center of slug: Newly formed pearlits indicates that temperature
in this %one exceeded the lower critical tmperature. b - Intermedi-
ate zone: Uundissolved catrbides Indicate that the temperature did not
exceed tbe lower critical. a - Near surface: Some evidence of recrys-
tallized ferrite indicates that maximum temperature in this zone was in
the range 50" to 12001. Meg: 10001.

Neg. #16290-2
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xemination of Slug Formed from the Hollow Charge
Liner of 7.2" Rocket*

le This Aii4tal has examined a reoovered hollow charge cone

from a 7.20 rocket, A sumary of the results follows$

A. Chemioal Analysis

The composition complied with the requirements for
VD 1010 or 1015 steel* The detailed analysis is shown in Table I*

TA= I

0hnioal Composition oZ Recovered Cone
. )efiemt Peentao

Ibagneso 049
Phosphorus 0,012
Sulfur 09021
Silicon It. dteotod
Copper* 0.03
! :hv.ck.l* 0,03
SChrcaium* .03

Molybdonum* 0.01
Aluminum* 0.01
TNngSten* l0t detected

M r* sp oglrpaphiO Amlys2

B. Maeropaphic bamMntion

Figure 1 shows the oxternal appearanco of the
rooovered slug at approxiaately 1, 1.

Tho piece was sootionod longitudiually and otohed in
W.% hydrochlorio acid at apprczl tely 17001* for 10 alauteb. A
*otomaoropaph showing the resulting appoereace is iahou in
Figure 2s It is to be noted that there are apporently throo
distinct zonao: (a) outor, (b) intormodiatb, and (a) coatae,

• Roporto4 to 0ff1.co, Chiof of Ordnanco, 00, 400*112/136401 61OTh-
Iktarials Bret WM 400.12/13445, 16 Fobe 1945,
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In the intormodiato zone thoro ara visible a number of linos, rather
regularly spaced, which point toward the forviard end of the slug,
Thero is another oharacteristic boliovPA to be at least equally as
important, nameoly, a structural pattern which ts just barely visible
and only in tho cantor area, upper half of the slug in Figure 2A.
Eforts wwo mado to develop this pattern more clearly without deep-
ening excossivoly the cracks and line structuro. 0anfiold's reagent
(a coppor salt etch) and long axposuro to pieral made the structure
visiblo but did not develop sufficiont contrast for photography; the
pattern was therefore sketched. A roproduction of the skotch is
presontod in Figure 2B.

C. Motallogzaphic ]tamination

To facilitate motallopraphic oxamination,. two pieces
wore out at approximatoly one third of the longth from eithar end
of the slug and wore mounted with the longitudinal plane tbrough the
canter axposod for oxamination. The structure of the outer, intor-
.ediato, and central zones did not vary appreciably between the two

locations. The photomiorogaphs at 10OX and 10M proontod in
Figuro 2C wore proparod at positions A, B, and C shov In Figure 3
and are representative of the structure of the outer, intermediate,
and central zones, rospoectively. The photomicrographs are mounted
with the vortical odgoe approximately parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the slug. Sovoral comnonte on the structure appear to be
pertinent:

Psktion A - Outer zone - btructuro consists of spheroidal
carbidos in a matrix of forrito. There Is no ovidnces of cold work
distortion in the forrito.

Position B - Intormodiato zone - Structure consists of
poarlito and smo relatively largo carbides in a mtrix of ferrite,

7Apparently this zone w heated onough for a sufficient timo to In-
duo a solution of most, but not all of the carbidos; subsoquent
cooling developed the structure Indicated. The farrito gal size
.bs approximatoly the same as that of position . In the upper
micrograph at 1OOX there is a line running at approximately /Joe
This line appoare to be rolated to the line structure which its
noted after otching with hot hydrochloric acid (figure 2A).

Position 0 - OGtMal sa - The struot4zo is similar to that
of Position . Althou* the fsrritio grain size is saomwhat Iroolar,
it is aproximtely the soo as that, of positions A and & Thorq aro
soa crack limos visiblo in tho lower powr ticrograph.

D. Hardnoss

Do to the fact that a smallr ihession is mado with
the Vickors Diamond Pyramid indontar than with the Rockwell ball, it
vas felt nooossary to use Vickers roadings, particularly in the

4-
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outer zone near the edge, to obtain reliable values. The results of
a Vickers Diamond Pyramid, 5 K9. Load, Survey are shown in Figure 3.

(The Jlardnesu vvtried from 89 D.P.H. (equivalent to 47 Roocwell B
according to A4%,T,M# Designation ]R-33-42) to 116 DePeH. (equivalent
to 65 Rockwell 13)s Although there ws no clear trand, the central.
zone appeared to be slightly harder than the other region$*

2. Discussion of Results

Interpretation of tho macrostructuro and microstructure is
complicated by tho fact that the circumstances surrounding the defor-
mation are unusual. In particular, tho time during. W the struc-
tural changes are effected in not knova but presumably is very shone.
There Is evidence that a high temperature wae developed. in the cone
during deformation, but It is difficult to make oven a rough estima-
tion of tho maxinn temperature becausa dissolution o~l cerbidos
requires diffusion of oarbon and is a function of both timo and
tomparaturo. Further, thare is very little literature on rapid
transformations, and, even If the time wero known, it would still
be impossiblo to supply a precise estimate for the maximum temperature#
The ferrite grain size and other microstructural characteristics of
the original cone are not known. For thcso reasons, and also because
onl1y one slug was oxern~nodo the following statomonts should be regarded
only as "intoilligont guesses" and not as Incontrovertible conclusions*

It appears that the lineage structure dovolopod by a hot
hydrochloric acid etch (Fiture 2A) reproc rLf 7 A1r (Sao8.
also Figure 20s 100X micrograph for position B), whereas the pattern
developed by long exposuro to a pioral otch ropresents the sagpoga-
tion ("fiber") pattern and is more indicative of the nature of
Metal flows*

( It ins ugeteoi that the olator layora undorgo very little
lo-gitudinal shifting during collapses As the metal on or near the
inner surface eollapsee inward, meeting other metal flowing toward
the center, with further pressuro from tho outside# a forward moving
stream, is generated at the center. The rtrosses leading to complete
collapse gonerate shear lines which were made visible by a hot aoid
etch.

With respect to the tomperature reached, the fact that the
outer zone contains ferrite undistorted. by cold work and that spheroidal
carbides aro present suggests that the tomperature of this area was

* Although this explanation may still be correct, it is believed
now that the pattern developed by long exposure to picric acid is
probably a reflection of a directional texture which was present in
the origina cono.disterted by deformation of the cone, M!otel flow

( appears to be similar to that noted in the U9Al conos.

-3-
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above tho rocrystaillzation tomperaturo of forrito (approximatoly
1200OF.), but below the lower critical temporaturo (13350P.) (The
tomporaturo might havo slightly oxcoodod tho ciitical for a vary
short time without inducing corbido solution.) Tho intormediato
and contral zonos appoar to havo boon hotod ovor tho lowor critical.
tomporature, sinco tho sphoroidnl structuro has boon almost completely
replaced by a poarlitic structure. There is no ovidonco of comploto
fusion, As indicatod proviously, it is not possible to mako a more
precise statomont with rospoct to tho maximum tomporaturo.

It appoars that a portion of the roar of tho slug was not
recovered. The forward end appoars to have boon distorted slightly
by impact with the recovery medium, as indicated by the bulging
and cracks in this area.

4
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APPMIXD B

Comment.s by Dr, Birkhoff* on letter report**
Outlining Rosults of the Current Investigation.

1% Tho observed lack of shifting of longitudinal distaniz
(not really areas) near the surface is predicted by the "Jet tht~ory"'
of linod hollow charges, according to which the surface consls.a of
froo stroa:.lines" (in the hydrodynamic sense).

2. The observed shifting forward in the slug of regions intorlor
to the cone is also predicted by this theory, which expresies maoh,
matidally the picture described in Figuro 7. This picture is JtA t

that revealed by the high-speed X-ray pictures of Major Clark ant
Ur, Sooiye

3. The inverted V structure near the apox has not boon ob-
served before. It is probably duo partly to the fact that the
" conos are actually rounded near the apex, but it should be menloned
that couputations by Profosor Baons, based on the hydrodynamio
approximation, indicate the e.istonce of such a region, oven with
perfect cones.

4. Tho breaking of the slug has also boon observed in X-ray
pictures, but is not fully understood.

5. The heating of the central regions has boon predicted on
the 'Dasis of the hydrodyamic jot thoory; it n easily "-o shown
mathatically that the greatest doforztion occurs thea d.

6. It is believed that tho prosont tests assist in removing
the mechanim of cone collapse from the realm of controversy, &a
they support the overwhelming evidence from X-ray pictures,

" A mebr of the Applied Mathematics Group, Harvard University,
Consultant to Aberdeen Proving Ground.

AVG. (a) 472/12
POBL 400.2/12812-1
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